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Chase a Better Experience.

You get what you pay for
(unless you’re working with us).

© Bulldog Drummond 2003

You asked us to come to the table with ideas to help beef up the Chase customer experience. And we’ve done that. But
like everything we do, we couldn’t go just part of the way. We couldn’t just sit in a room and generate a bunch ideas hoping
that they connected with the Chase experience. Instead, we took the time to look at your business, your competition, the
current consumer experience and we framed our ideas around that knowledge.
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Let’s Cut to the Chase.
Going to the bank sucks. They all function in the same one-dimensional manner—they all make the same claims, deliver the
same experience and basically all sound alike. The people behind that counter hold all the power and act as gatekeepers
between you and your money rather than service agents. The simplest transactions take ridiculous amounts of time to
complete. There is literally nothing positive for a consumer at the bank.
As a consumer, what’s my basis for comparison? There is little brand loyalty. Consumers choose a bank first by convenience
and next by price. Banks with free checking, or lower fees or other perks generate quick business. But they don’t generate
loyalty — as soon as a better deal comes along people make the switch. And if they don’t, it’s more likely to be because of
the hassle involved with changing rather than with any loyalty to the brand.
Therein lays the opportunity for Chase. The opportunity to develop a progressive, forward-looking brand experience for
Chase. How? By building a brand voice, behavior and experience that is current, no-nonsense & direct, a true financial
relationship, to show the consumer that Chase is about financial progress.
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Chase Something Better.
At some point, someone is going to step up to the plate and create a genuinely better consumer experience. Some are
already trying. But a huge opportunity exists for Chase to be the clear front runner. Whomever owns this new space first is
going to be in a good position to lead it.
At this point, the bar is so low that customers are tripping over it. The customer’s expectations are so incredibly low that
even mild progress in stepping away from the norm will be perceived as tremendous positive change. So major change
would draw amazing attention and results. We have a unique opportunity to remodel the way people understand and use
their bank as a business partner. So, the question arises: is this a make-over, or a quantum leap toward money management
delivered the way people really want it? We’re assuming the later. And we’ve delivered ideas that can differentiate and
appropriately create an environment that engages the consumer in a meaningful and dynamic brand experience for the
long run.
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A Place to Work From:
Brand experiences that inspire and engage.
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Brand Experiences that inspire and engage: Saturn

Compare the current banking industry with the auto industry 10 years ago (and today in many places). Before Saturn came
onto the scene and literally flipped the business model on its head, people dreaded a trip to the car lot more than they did
a trip to the dentist. They needed and wanted that new car, but they knew they were going to have to go through hell to
get it. Likewise, no one in the auto industry had stepped back and asked, “What would happen if we did this differently?”
And when they did, people quickly sat up and took notice.
Saturn recreated themselves around one premise: put people first. They became the car company that talks straight and
delivers solid value at a strong price. They created a “No-Hassle, No-Haggle” sales policy to solve the problem of pushy
sales people. They promote these brand ideals through all of their programs. Their website offers extensive customization
in the buying process ensuring customers get the vehicle and pricing they need and desire. They offer one of the most
comprehensive warranty programs in the industry. They offer a 24-hour test drive program. They have recently redesigned
their service garages to include family-room style waiting rooms complete with computer terminals for waiting customers.
And the proof of their formula is in the pudding: Saturn is #1 in sales satisfaction and repeat purchase.
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Brand Experiences that inspire and engage: Apple

Apple has long been the consumer champion of the computer industry. While they represent a small portion of the overall
computer market, their users are borderline fanatics when it comes to the Apple brand. This obviously has a lot to do with
the product, but it’s also intimately tied to the brand experience. Apple does it differently, but smartly. Everything points to
a better, more memorable experience. And when they started to open retail stores, Apple carried over that thinking to the
store experience.
The Apple store is built upon two main concepts: education and entertainment. Every aspect of their store is built to support
this branding. Apple employees go through intensive training programs to learn the ins and outs of all the computers and
programs that they sell. They are trained to help people in an entertaining fashion. When a customer enters an Apple store
they are encouraged to use all the products that Apple sells. Each store has a 'genius bar' where customers can ask questions
about all things Apple. Store employees run seminars on different Apple programs and features. The total environment
strives to engage and educate the consumer. And as a result, customers walk out of an Apple store wide-eyed and smiling.
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Chase Me

No Longer a Bank.
There is an opportunity for Chase to truly understand the lives and needs of their customers and to demonstrate that
understanding through their brand experience. To do this we need to know how people really see banks today as well as
how they would like to see them going forward. We also need to know what’s possible, helpful and doable with technology
and 'humanology' that might address fundamental consumer needs, things that will literally change the way they see their
bank. The key to the relationship lies not in WHAT you deliver, but rather in HOW you deliver it.
Ultimately, the goal is to get the consumer to see Chase as no longer just a bank, but as an entity that serves the functions
of a bank, but looks at life from the perspective of it’s customers and recreates the category like Saturn did for cars and
Apple did for computers.
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Chase: the importance of a voice that connects.
There’s a real opportunity for Chase to develop a brand voice that noticeably separates it from the competition. A language
that is direct, responsible and truly honest. Let’s put the brand out there in an honest form and let people come to know
and trust it.
By using the company name within its communications Chase can own a voice specific to its brand that is true, memorable
and powerful. The language and voice you choose to put forward as your personality will have a profound effect on how
the customer ultimately receives the brand and how the experience supports that voice.
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"Chase Me"
I want a bank that will work hard for me, follow me, learn me and deliver to me. I move and change quickly and
I am not the same from month to month and I will follow you if you "Chase Me".

"Chase
"Chase
"Chase
"Chase
"Chase

life, not money." (retirement planning)
more clients." (small business loans)
little ones." (college savings)
a well-balanced life." (investment for early retirement)
the 40 hour weekend." (savings)
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Ideas that Change the Reality of Banking.
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Chase a Brand Alive.
Branding and voice mean nothing if they’re not brought to life in a real, meaningful way through the experience.
Each idea that follows is designed to help Chase reinvent itself in the consumer’s eye and to build something that breaks
category norms now and in the future so that Chase can lead the way to a better employee and customer experience. We
moved from Inform, Influence and Advise to:
- Educate: Inform, advise and enable the consumer financially.
- Engage: Influence their decisions and behaviors through discovery and with smart products, people and experiences
that connect them to your brand.
- Entertain: Deliver everything with a voice and personality that are unique to Chase and within the financial category to
make your education and engagement memorable, meaningful and delightful.
All of the ideas within this book address one or all of the above in some way.
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The Bells and Whistles.
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Organization and Color Scheme

Sonic Branding
In Branch Experience
Organization and Timeline Scheme

Employees
Interior
The Branding Experience
Services
The Transaction
At the ATM

items actionable within 6 months

Exterior

items actionable in 6 to 12 months

Out of Branch Experience
At Home
In the Car
The Now Card

items actionable in 12 months +

The Ultimate experience
Wish list items for future consideration.
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Let’s Get Loud.
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The Sonic Experience

Create A Sonic Experience.
That is spoken in Chase’s true voice and create a system
that leverages sound assets to create a seamless brand
experience.
Sonic Logo
Musical Identity
Earcon

What it looks like
What it sounds like
What it is applied to
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The In-Branch Experience.
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Interior
EMPLOYEES

Before consumers can experience the Chase brand,
the Chase employees must embrace it.

Break Room
Develop design options for in-branch break rooms that employees can
choose for their own branch. Based on 3 or 4 basic template options,
employees at the branch can select a lounge-style option or a café-style
option, for instance. Within the layouts, added value components like
video e-mail kiosks could be included where employees can send video
e-mail messages to friends and family. This kiosk can also be the place
where incentive points are loaded and activated.
Experience: sight, touch, sound & ''humanology'' & technology
Benefit: educate, entertain
Implementation: 3 to 6 months
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The In-Branch Experience
Interior
EMPLOYEES cont.

Chase Fashion
Initiate a partnership with a business casual supplier like Gap or J. Crew
to create an updated customized fashion set for Chase employees.
Chase will also initiate partnerships with other fashion or cosmetic
companies to do monthly seminars on style or grooming.
Experience: sight, ''humanology''

Chase Designer Accents
“Designer” Chase logo pins to differentiate employees who are part of
any new incentive programs.
Experience: sight, ''humanology''

Benefit: engage

Implementation: 2 to 6 months

Benefit: educate, engage, entertain

Implementation: 2 to 6 months

Brand Experience/Performance Training
Training to help employees raise their game and improve customer
service. This training raises awareness of brand values, technology and
the importance of proactive roles with customers and provide employees
with the knowledge and motivation to make the Chase experience
come to life in branch.
Experience: sight, sound, ''humanology''

Benefit: educate, engage, entertain

Implementation: 2 to 6 months

Small Things that Taste Good
Create ‘gifts’ for Chase employees to randomly hand out to consumers.
ie: ribbon shaped lollipops, chocolates and mints.
Experience: sight, sound, taste, ''humanology''

Benefit: entertain

Implementation: 2 to 6 months
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The In-Branch Experience

Employee Now Card
Employees will embrace the ‘new’ Chase through an employee-specific
Now Card that earns points through new incentive programs. Rewards
will be redeemable through Chase partners. Points could also load on
email video kiosks.
Experience: sight, touch, ''humanology'' & technology

New Job Descriptions and Titles
For example: from stewards to flight attendants & from tellers to

“tell-me’s”
Experience: sight, ''humanology''
Implementation: 2 to 3 months

Benefit: engage

Benefit: educate, engage

Implementation: 3 to 6 months
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Interior
THE BRANDING EXPERIENCE

Chase My Life
Customized lifestyle content focused on specific Chase products and
bundles will play on screens behind the tellers, near ATMs, and to stream
on-line. While centered on supporting specific financial offerings, the
content would reinforce the brand voice as the “Chase My Life” network,
showing people how Chase products and partners help them live better,
easier, more comfortable lives.
Experience: sight, sound, in-branch branding
Implementation: 6 to 12 months

Benefit: educate, engage, entertain
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The In-Branch Experience

Brand Language
New Chase brand language will be delivered in unexpected ways, on
bank name tags, on the floor, etc.
Experience: sight, in-branch branding

Benefit: educate, engage, entertain

Implementation: 2 to 3 months

“State of Mind” Line Experiences
Using sound and smell. Disney was the first to implement this highly
effective strategy to affect people’s moods and attitudes. Floor sensors
would trigger soothing sounds and/or smells as customers progress
through the ‘blue’ line or at various areas in the bank and ATMs.
Experience: sight, sound, smell, in-branch sensory experience

LED Welcome Signs
Welcome signs that offer time-specific greetings (nice to see you, thanks
for your business, enjoy dinner tonight) throughout the day will be used
to customize the client experience.
Experience: sight, in-branch branding
Implementation: 3 to 6 months

Benefit: entertain

Benefit: engage, entertain

Implementation: 6 to 12 months

3D
3D animated Chase logos will be installed in specific areas in-branch to
designate product zones or critical areas of interest such as the JP Morgan
financial service area.
Experience: sight, in-branch interactive experience

Benefit: engage, entertain

Implementation: 3 to 6 months

Back-lit “Next” Signs
Installed in front of teller stations that pulse the Chase blue as the teller
becomes available for the next customer.
Experience: sight, in-branch branding
Implementation: 2 to 3 months

Benefit: engage
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Interior
SERVICES

JP Morgan Space
A distinctive JP Morgan Investment area will be created in each branch to
highlight the relationship and expertise for Chase customers. This area will
be elevated slightly (12”) from rest of floor plan to help provide visual
importance and distinctive features. A subtle blue glow around the elevated
platform becomes the ticker tape and lifestyle content delivery of the total
experience. The space will be a comfortable lounge with no desks to
separate the customer from the advisor. It will also include a video wall which
allows the financial advisor to select “Chase Life” pre-packaged media specific
to the targeted needs of customer. For example, a customer that inquires
about financial planning for college will trigger images that support the
college bundle. Subtle, classy, and non-intrusive.
Experience: sight, sound, touch, smell, in-branch JP Morgan area
Benefit: educate, engage, entertain
Implementation: 6 to 12 months
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video wall
clear projection screen

‘hidden computer’
and file storage
ticker tape elevated platform
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The In-Branch Experience
Interior
SERVICES cont.

Electronic Product Information Center
Replaces the paper product info kiosks. The EPIC allows customers to
swipe their Chase Now Card and locate any product information they
require in a quick, self-serve format. They have the ability to choose how
the information is delivered: Via e-mail to their computer or downloaded
directly to their PDA.

video screen
information screen

touch screen
infrared sensor
for pda download

Experience: sight, sound, touch, in-branch interactive experience
Benefit: educate, engage, entertain
Implementation: 6 to 12 months

good ol’
paper pamphlets

Chase Your Dream Machines
Allows customers to input financial “what if” information and see future
possibilities. For example, a customer could query the device about
investing $100,000 in a CD vs. a money market with an average return
of X% and get hypothetical return on investment scenario along with
possible recommendations on appropriate Chase products. The Chase
Your Dream Machine could also package full-service programs that allow
the customer to conveniently take care of items like home or auto
purchases in one simple step. For instance, it could package an auto loan
with On-Star, Insurance, Pre-approval paperwork and an address with
specific sales referral to the nearest appropriate dealership.
Experience: sight, sound, touch, in-branch interactive experience
Benefit: educate, engage, entertain
Implementation: 6 months
© Bulldog Drummond 2003
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The In-Branch Experience

Chase Blue Pages
An exclusive listing service will be created to help Chase small business
customers network with one another. This could be delivered in-branch
at the small business area in a kiosk as well as on-line.
Experience: sight, touch, small business services

Benefit: educate, engage

Implementation: 2 to 4 months

Small Business Chase Now Card
Enabled with an RFID chip to alert branch personnel that a small
business customer is approaching the building. Account info and
picture could be automatically delivered to the appropriate bank
representative(s) or small business manager to offer that individual
an increased level of service.
Experience: sight, small business services
Implementation: 6 months

Chase Community Interactive Kiosks
Created to offer special values with neighborhood merchants. The
kiosks would offer localized content and be used in conjunction with
local history and memorabilia within the bank to better establish each
branch as a business with roots in the community.
Experience: sight, touch, interactive experience
Implementation: 6 months

Benefit: educate, engage, entertain

Benefit: engage

Chase Change Exchange Machines
Dispenses phone cards, metro cards, stored value cards and Kid’s stuff
like Toys-R-Us cards in-branch or in select partner locations.
Experience: sight, touch, interactive experience
Implementation: 3 to 6 months

Benefit: engage
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Interior
THE TRANSACTION

Interactive Plexi-Touch Screens
Installed in front of concierges and bank representatives displaying a
Chase transaction menu. The touch screen would facilitate easier, faster
transactions between bank employees and customers without losing the
personal element many people want from a bank.
Experience: sight, touch, in-branch data collection

Benefit: educate, engage

Implementation: 6 to 12 months
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The In-Branch Experience
Interior
THE TRANSACTION

E-Tablet
An advanced database acquisition program will be initiated in which
Chase representatives hand out PC tablets to customers waiting in line.
Customers fill out information for the Chase “Blueprint of Life Stages”
program and existing Blueprint customers could update their profiles.
Customers could also use the PC to pre-transact and instantly transfer
the information to the teller’s computer when they arrive at the window.
Experience: sight, touch, in-branch data collection
Implementation: 6 to 12 months

Benefit: educate, engage

Swipe & Go Transaction
Kiosks will replace transaction slips and pens with electronic input/
output in-branch. These kiosks would allow customers to swipe their
Now Card, enter information and print forms or instantly transfer
information to the next available teller for processing.
Experience: sight, touch, swipe-and-go opportunity
Implementation: 6 months

Benefit: engage
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The In-Branch Experience

Teller-to-You Device
During peak rush hours and key pay periods Chase representatives will
come out to the floor and use customized PDAs to perform transactions
while customers wait in line. Much like rental car agencies do now, this
program would help increase the speed of transactions and leave the
customers with the impression that Chase goes the extra mile to serve
their clients.
Experience: sight, touch, in-branch data collection
Implementation: 6 to 12 months

Benefit: engage

Chase Complete Feedback System
Initiate an interactive feedback system, a “Chase Complete Experience”
panel which will be installed near the exit so that when customers
leave the bank they have the opportunity to offer quick, easy, electronic
feedback on how their experience was. i.e. good/OK/not so good. If
their response is negative, the system could ask them to swipe their
Now Card so they could be asked 3 to 5 questions to develop a
feedback mailer that may include something that says ‘we will try
harder’ and a gift.
Experience: sight, touch, in-branch data collection

Benefit: engage

Implementation: 2 to 4 months
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The Out-of-Branch Experience

AT THE ATM

Chase ATM Personal Preferences
Customers will be given access to their Chase “Financial Progress
Alerts” through ATMs. Information such as CD expiration dates, loan
interest rates, mutual fund rates, personal “hot” stocks, and personal
updates from JP Morgan advisors could become part of the upgraded
offering. Customers could also opt to send an electronic “quick note” to
a specific Chase or JP Morgan associate informing them that they want
to schedule an appointment or drop in immediately based on their
response to the info delivered at the ATM. Preferences are set on-line
or in branch.
Experience: sight, touch, customized ATM with FPA’s

Benefit: educate, engage

implementation: 3 to 6 months

ATM with a P.O.V.
ATMs will be programmed to offer customers advice on better money
management based on their current product set and financial standing.
For instance, it could recommend a $10K savings balance be divided
with $5K going into short-term CDs to improve the client’s return on
investment. If accepted, the ATM could offer to have the transfer
automatically processed and approval sent to the client’s e-mail.
Experience: sight, touch, customized ATM
Implementation: 3 to 6 months

Benefit: educate, engage
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The Out-of-Branch Experience

ATM Laser Sound
Customized background music selections will stream to the consumer at
the ATM in a non-intrusive manner through laser sound. Customers will be
given the option to select personal music preferences on-line, in-branch,
or at ATMs.
Experience: sound, customized ATM
Implementation: 3 to 6 months

Benefit: entertain

Gift Cards
ATM machines will allow customers to purchase themed gift cards
(Holidays/Birthday) directly from the ATM.
Experience: sight, touch, ATM extended services

video screen for ambient video

music downloading screen

cash deposit slot

hook-ups for i-pods and
other mp3 devices

soda selection

Benefit: engage

Implementation: 3 to 6 months

Lifestyle ATMs
Combination ATM and beverage vending machines with wi-fi and a USB
music download component will allow customers multi-functional access
to money, music and beverages all in one convenient location. These
combination ATMs will be designed to target youth and be placed in high
traffic malls, schools and other youth-oriented areas. A partnership with
AOL broadband and Coke or Pepsi will provide a complete multi-branded
experience.
Experience: sight, sound, taste, customized ATM
Implementation: 6 to 12 months

main transaction screen

soda retrieval slot

Benefit: engage, entertain
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The Out-of-Branch Experience

AT THE ATM cont.

Pre-Transaction
Chase customers start ATM transactions before they reach the ATM
through mobile phones or PDAs to speed up transaction times. Once
the customer reaches the ATM location he or she can instantly download
the transaction information to the ATM, confirm their PIN number and be
on their way immediately.
Experience: sight, sound, touch, pre-ATM transaction
Implementation: 6 to 12 months

Benefit: engage
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The In-Branch Experience
EXTERIOR

Interactive Windows
Exterior branch windows will be utilized as interactive media screens or
Dream Machines using projected interactive technology.

Exterior Brand Language
Chase logo and brand language phrases projected on sidewalks etc.

Experience: sight, sound, touch, exterior branding

Implementation: 3 to 6 months

Benefit: educate, engage, entertain

Experience: sight, exterior branding

Benefit: engage, entertain

Implementation: 6 months

Face of Chase
People on the street will be able to push a button at the front door that
takes a digital picture of them and projects it into the logo.
Experience: sight, touch, exterior interactive branding

Benefit: entertain

Implementation: 3 to 6 months
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The Out-of-Branch Experience.
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MAIL

Pre-loaded Value Cards
Pre-loaded value cards from partner companies such as Home Depot or
Gap will be sent out to customers introducing the new Chase brand and
specific product bundles. The program could be extended, delivering
on-going quarterly pre-loaded bundles.
Experience: sight, customer rewards
Implementation: 3 to 6 months

Benefit: engage, educate
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The Out-of-Branch Experience

Make a Statement
Statements will be re-purposed as mini lifestyle magazines drawing the
customer deeper into new Chase offerings and into the brand personality.
This new tool will consolidate all Chase statements into one customized
document but also have relevant lifestyle content based on the customers’
current products or his life phase profile.
Experience: sight, customer entertainment and education
Benefit: educate, engage, entertain
Implementation: 3 to 6 months

Sonic Branding Mail
Chase envelopes and packages will be created with “Sonic Branding”
chips that play the Chase audio signature tag when they are opened.
Experience: sound, customer entertainment

Benefit: engage, entertain

Implementation: 3 to 6 months

Brand Reinforcement; Safe, Secure
Blue octagon nightlights will be given away as kick-off gifts.
Experience: sight, customer rewards Benefit: entertain
Implementation: 3 to 6 months

Magnet word kits will be created with Chase Brand Language to
engage the consumer in the lighter, more approachable side of Chase.
Key brand language phrases (such as “Chase life, not money”) would
be included in complete form to remind customers that Chase is about
helping them build a better life and future.
Experience: sight, touch, customer rewards

Benefit: educate, engage, entertain

Implementation: 2 to 4 months
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IN THE CAR

Auto-Projection
An advanced drive-through system uses IBM everywhere technology,
allowing Chase products to be projected onto customer’s windshield,
customers can opt in or out any time.
Experience: sight, touch, interactive ATM experience
Implementation: 12+ months

Benefit: educate, engage, entertain
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The Out-of-Branch Experience

Auto-ATM
Future generations of this idea will allow customers to program ATM
transactions on their in-dash GPS systems and complete them at the
drive-up window, increasing speed and efficiency of the transaction.
Experience: sight, touch, sound, pre-AMT transactions
Benefit: educate, engage, entertain
Implementation: 12+ months
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ONLINE

Chase Total Home Page
Customers create their own Chase personal home page by linking Chase
to their favorite home page site. Additionally, customers create their own
personal “virtual concierge” based on their own preferences for hair
color, sex, eye color, tone of voice, etc. Their Virtual Concierge
automatically “follows” customers to all Chase points of transaction,
on-line, ATM, etc.
Experience: sight, sound, touch, interactive ATM and website
Benefit: engage, educate, entertain
Implementation: 6 to 12 months
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The Out-of-Branch Experience
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THE NOW CARD

The Chase Now Card will be an advanced personal information and
identification device. Along with the typical baseline functionality of an
ATM, debit/credit card, the Now Card will function as a predictive tool
that provides the customer with instant access and information based
on their own preferences set on-line or in branch. The system “learns”
ongoing preferences through transaction behavior over time while
providing Chase with insight into customer needs and desires.
Rather than simply offering the typical accumulated rewards program
the Now Card will offer smaller, more immediate rewards such as movie
tickets, dinner at a local hot spot, tickets to local shows, etc., forging a
tighter connection between Chase and the local community.
The Now Card will also be programmed for use at pay phones, vending
machines and overseas for the Chase international traveler with the
intent of making the card a truly indispensable, multi-functional
lifestyle tool.
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The Out-of-Branch Experience

Physically, the Now Card will be constructed with an RFID chip,
photoreactive and embedded sound technology to:
• Notify the user of instant rewards via phone, e-mail or instantly at the
point of transaction. It will let the customer know that their card is “hot”
and offer options to use their card within a given time period at various
local alliance partner locations.
Implementation: 6 to 12 months

• Allow the logo or other graphic portion of the card to glow when the
card has reached an instant reward level through photo-sensitive
materials.
Implementation: 12 months

• Play the Chase “Sonic Branding” audio signature tag when swiped
anywhere it’s used.
Experience: sight, sound Benefit: engage, entertain
Implementation: 6 to 12 months
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The Out-of-Branch Experience

THE NOW CARD cont.

The New Fob
In future form, the Now Card will be replaced with a personalized
octagonal logo fob in the form of the Chase logo that is placed up to
the ATM screen to access services. Installation at Alliance locations
would allow customers more instant access and personalized self-service.
Experience: sight, touch, key fob replacement
Implementation: 12+ months

Benefit: engage

Multi-Functional Watch
Using Timex’s new tiny radio-frequency-identification device, Chase will
create a watch that acts as an ATM card, much like Mobil’s Speedpass.
By simply waving the watch in front of special AMTs customers will be
able to access all of their information without carrying another card.
The watch could be used to reward certain clients.
experience: fast ATM transaction
Implementation: 12+ months

Benefit: engage, entertain
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The Ultimate Experience.
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FOR THE FUTURE

Partnering with companies like Starbucks or Pret-A-Manger, Chase
will create in-branch environments that are more like first class airline
lounges or cafés which encourage lingering. Packaged lunches, quick
breakfast items and hot coffee drinks would be offered within the
banking environment allowing customers to combine what would
otherwise be two or three separate trips. Purchases could be tied to the
“Now Fob” idea where any item selected could be self-scanned and
automatically deducted from their funds.
Experience: sight, sound, smell, in-branch experience

Benefit: engage, entertain

Implementation: 12+ months
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The Ultimate Experience

ATMs housed in enclosed vestibules could be redecorated for maximum
brand experience. Because they’re enclosed and secure environment,
Chase could partner with a company like IKEA or Ethan Allen to upgrade
the ATM experience. Chase-specific content could play on plasma
screens, background stereo music could be piped in that customizes
itself to the consumer, wall treatments, paint, flooring and comfortable
furniture could accent the experience.
Experience: sight, sound, smell, luxury ATM experience

Benefit: engage, entertain

Implementation: 12+ months

The current fee structure at ATM sights will be revamped to increase
customer retention and lure new customers into the fold. While current
customers would continue to get Chase ATM service free of charge, they
would be invented to use Chase ATMs with an ongoing sweepstakes of
sorts (possibly every 1000th customer wins an automatic $20 deposit
into a new CD, thereby exposing them to new products). Meanwhile,
non-customers could be charged a nominal fee (say $1 instead of the
typical $2 or more) and enticed to open an account with Chase to get
access to free usage and the sweepstakes offer.
Experience: sight, sound, touch, ATM experience
Implementation: 12+ months

Benefit: engage, entertain
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Next Up
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Next Up

Next level due diligence

Test strategy

Licensing Technology
New technology development

Development time lines

Roll out strategy
Project owners

Scalable cost analysis
Operational considerations

Chase - Marketing
- Merchandising
- Technology
- Purchasing
- Human Resources
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Chase Goals
The opportunity to develop an experience that is head and shoulders above the norm is ripe for the taking.
We can help Chase see it through to fruition.
And much like you desire from your customer relationships, we want to build a personal relationship with you,
roll up our sleeves and help you forge your future.
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The concepts, brands and processes proposed have not been the subject of intellectual property rights
clearances and may require the acquisition of third party technology and other licenses. Once the
concepts to be implemented are selected by Chase, the clearance and rights acquisition process will
be part of the implementation contract and budget established by the parties for this project. All works
included herein contain preexisting and proprietary technologies software message applications and are
the intellectual property of BEL/BDD and/or its technology providers.

